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Abstract
This paper studied the similarity and dissimilarity for stress
patterns between standard and various dialects of Mandarin,
focusing on pitch and duration pattern comparison. We ana-
lyzed the distribution, pitch and duration patterns for stressed
dissyllabic words in Cantonese, Cantonese-spoken Mandarin
and Standard Mandarin. For isolated dissyllabic words, it was
shown that there was a preference for a stress on the preceding
word in Standard Mandarin while there was a stress on the pos-
terior word in Cantonese-spoken Mandarin, and it is more eas-
ily lengthened in Cantonese-spoken Mandarin than in Standard
Mandarin. For dissyllabic words in an utterance, there was a
preference for stress on the preceding word in both Standard and
Cantonese-spoken Mandarin but it is more easily lengthened in
Standard Mandarin. Such results are due to the impact of the
Cantonese dialect. At the same time, we investigated the neu-
tral tone realization in Cantonese spoken Mandarin utterances.
It was found that 36.6% of the neutral tones were wrongly real-
ized in the other tones. It is an important reason for the differ-
ence of in stress patterns in Standard Mandarin and Cantonese-
spoken Mandarin. It is necessary to compare acoustic cues ac-
cording to the stress level. It is not enough for determining the
similarities and dissimilarities for the rhythmic pattern between
two dialects or between Mandarin and accented Mandarin ac-
cording to the basic two stress pattern (stress-unstressed and
unstressed-stressed.)
Index Terms: prosodic word, stress, Cantonese, Mandarin

1. Introduction
Spoken Chinese is comprised of many regional varieties called
dialects. There are 9 main dialectal areas in China: Guan, Jin,
Wu, Hui, Xiang, Gan, Kejia, Yue and Min. People from differ-
ent dialectal areas might not be able to communicate with each
other simply because of the significant differences among the
dialects. Standard Mandarin, or Putonghua, would be a good
choice for a common ground. Most people in China are bilin-
gual Chinese speakers using their native dialect and Mandarin.
Although most can speak Mandarin, they speak it with different
accents depending on how well they grasp the language. The
Mandarin they speak is always affected by their native dialects
phonetically, lexically and syntactically.

Among the dialect areas, Mandarin spoken with a Can-
tonese accent is one of the most challenging cases. Phonetic
research of Cantonese-spoken Mandarin has to be done in par-
allel with Cantonese, Mandarin, and Cantonese-spoken Man-
darin. Such research will benefit speech recognition and syn-
thesis, pronunciation evaluation and language teaching as well.

Stress accent is an important integral component of many

languages that heavily depend on it for emphasis, intent and fo-
cusing, and it is important for lexical, syntactic and semantic
disambiguation. It is well accepted that stress behaves differ-
ently in different languages or dialects. Chinese is a tonal lan-
guage. Stress has little function on the word meaning, but the
stressed and unstressed syllables compose a rhythmic foot that
plays a key necessary prosodic role for expressive speech. Fur-
thermore, in different dialectal areas people who speak Man-
darin will have different features in stress patterns. There are
many variations or deflections caused from a speaker’s native
dialect, which will affect the pragmatics.

Here, we specify stress as a syllable which is prominent and
relative to its neighbors. Stressed and unstressed is a concept of
relativity. The syllable with a neutral tone, which is a character-
istic of Chinese, must be unstressed, but the unstressed syllable
need not have a neutral tone. Stress is hierarchical in nature
and this hierarchy is associated with prosody. We define it in
4 levels: (0) unstressed, (1) prosodic word stressed, (2) phrase
stressed and (3) sentence stressed. So the stress pattern for a
dissyllabic word foot may be 13,32,21,10 and so on. Stress
patterns rely on a complex constellation of acoustic cues as-
sociated with the syllabic nucleus, such as amplitude, duration
and fundamental frequency. This imparts a sensation of linguis-
tic prominence, in contrast to pitch-accent systems, which are
based solely on the variation in fundamental frequency. Such
acoustical cues are also affected by the dialect.

Many researchers focused on studying the stress patterns
of dissyllabic words. Lin Maocan, Yan Jingzhu and Sun
Guohua[1] found that 70% of isolated dissyllabic words are
stressed on the later syllable and have a longer duration than the
first. This post-stress pattern is called ”neutral-stressed”. Wang
Yuanjia[10] pointed out that semantic stress always appears on
the first syllable of a dissyllabic prosody word, and it may also
be affected by semantic focus of the word. Eric Zee[16] studied
the prosody pattern, which includes duration, pitch and inten-
sity, for a 2-4 syllable word. Zhong Xiaobo and Wang Bei[11]
studied the acoustic cues for stressing in prosody word. They
found the main cues for stress perception are duration, pitch,
spectrum inclination and average energy, as listed in a degrad-
ing sequence.

For Cantonese and Cantonese-spoken Mandarin, there are
few results except for Hongkong Cantonese. Eric Zee and
Wai Sum Lee have done much research on tone and duration
patterns of monosyllabic and dissyllabic words in Hong Kong
Cantonese[14][12][13]. Yang Chen [18]studied tone and the
vowel’s contribution for prominent perception in dissyllabic
prosody words in perception experiments.

Recently we had been concentrating on the comparative
study of phonetic characteristics between regional Mandarin
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and standard Mandarin, and achieved good results on the Wu
Dialect [8], MinNan dialect [15] and Cantonese [9].

In this paper, based on extensive phonetic comparative ex-
periments, we analyzed stress patterns, including duration and
pitch, in Cantonese, Cantonese-accented Mandarin and Stan-
dard Mandarin, and summarized the similarities and dissimi-
larities among them.The paper gives a brief description of the
database used in this study and experiment scheme, followed
by various experimental results of stress patterns on dissyllabic
words in the three languages, with a detailed analysis of the
pitch and duration patterns. There is an analysis of neutral tone
variations in chapter style speech for Mandarin and Cantonese-
spoken Mandarin. It concludes with a summary and discussion.

2. Database Description
There are three speech corpora used in this study, for Cantonese,
Cantonese-Accented Mandarin, and Mandarin respectively.

Nokia-CASS-CAN is a Cantonese database, in which each
speaker needs to record about 310 monosyllabic words, 110
phonetically rich dissyllabic words and 205 phonetically rich
sentences.

Nokia-CASS-CAM is a Cantonese-Accented Mandarin
database recorded by the same speakers, in which each speaker
needed to record about 150 monosyllabic words, 320 dissyl-
labic words, and 150 phonetically rich sentences. 2 male and
3 female native Cantonese speakers, with middling accent in
speaking Mandarin, were selected from the above 2 speech cor-
pora, whose speech data was used in this study.

Nokia-CASS-MAN is a Standard Mandarin speech corpus
[8][15][9], which has been used in our previous studies on re-
gional Mandarin vs. Standard Mandarin. It consists of mono-
syllabic, dissyllabic and tri-syllabic words, as well as phoneti-
cally rich sentences. We selected 5 male and 5 female speakers
for this comparative study.

The speech was recorded in a quiet office environment, us-
ing a laptop plus M-Audio MobilePre USB sound card, a con-
denser microphone, and CASS Recorder software with 16 KHz
sampling and 16 bit coding.

Manual annotation was carried out for the corpus, using
the C-TOBI system to annotate syllables, initials/finals and
prosodic boundaries in PRAAT. The acoustic features include
duration of initials or finals, and F0 contours of each syllable.
The frequency range of each speaker is represented by a 5-letter
tone system.

3. Experiments and result analyzing
Based on the labeled corpus, we compared the stress pattern for
isolated dissyllabic words and dissyllabic words in utterances in
Mandarin, Cantonese-spoken Mandarin and Guangzhou Can-
tonese separately. All words were classified by two types ac-
cording to the stressed position; pre-stressed and post-stressed.
The results were listed in Table 2, Table 3 and Table 4 and
sorted by different tones. There are four citation tones in Man-
darin: Tone 1 or YinPing (55), Tone 2 or YangPing (35), Tone
3 or Shangsheng (214), and Tone 4 or QuSheng (51). There
are seven citation tones in Cantonese: Tone 1 or ShangYinPing
(53), Tone 2 or XiaYinPing (55), Tone 3 or YinShang (35), Tone
4 or YinQu (33), Tone 5 or Yangping (21), Tone 6 or YangShang
(13), Tone 9 or YangQu (22). N0 and N1 are amounts for pre-
stressed and post-stressed respectively. RA is the proportion of
N0 or N1 to all. Rt is the proportion of Ti to 4 tones. For pitch,
we think about the max, min and domain of F0 for a syllable.

Then DFm, DFM , DFr are the differences of F0 for two syl-
lables, and they are achieved from F0 max,min and the range
of the stressed syllable subtracted by those of the unstressed,
for either pre-stressed or post-stressed. Durr is duration of the
stressed syllable divided by that of the unstressed.

3.1. Stress patterns for isolated dissyllabic words

We compared the stress pattern for isolated dissyllabic words in
the three languages. From the results listed in Table 2, Table 3
and Table 4, we can draw the conclusion as following:

• Isolated words are apt to be pre-stressed in standard
Mandarin and post-stressed in Cantonese-spoken Man-
darin. This is a result of being affected by the native
dialect, Cantonese. As listed in Table 4, we can see iso-
lated words are apt to be post-stressed in Cantonese.

• Look at the distribution of stressed syllables sorted by
tone. Both in Mandarin and Cantonese-spoken Man-
darin, tone 4 is the most apt to be stressed and tone 3
is the least possible to be stressed.

• For the duration pattern, in the case of post-stressed, du-
ration for the later syllable is longer than that of the pre-
ceding one. And it is more remarkable in Cantonese-
spoken Mandarin and Cantonese than it is in Mandarin.
That is to say, both in Cantonese-spoken Mandarin and
Cantonese, the posterior syllable is easy to be lengthened
in the case of post-stressed.

• For the pitch pattern, we analyzed different tones sepa-
rately. Tone 3 is the most complex case. For the stressed
tone 3, either pre-stressed or post-stressed, the F0 range
is narrower than that of the unstressed syllable, and F0
max and min are lower than those of the unstressed syl-
lable. In other words, F0 for stressed tone 3 prefers to be
descended in a body. In Cantonese-spoken Mandarin, for
pre-stressed tone 3, the F0 range contrast is not obvious
while both F0 max and min are higher than that of the un-
stressed one. For post-stressed tone 3, the F0 range con-
trast is not obvious while both F0 max and min are lower
than that of the unstressed one. Such a phenomenon for
tone 3 is related to the Cantonese dialect which has an af-
fect on Cantonese-spoken Mandarin. This is confirmed
by the result of Cantonese in Table 4. In Cantonese, Tone
5 (Yangping) is a similar case to tone 3 in Mandarin.

3.2. Stress patterns for dissyllabic words in utterance

We also compared the stress patterns for the dissyllabic prosody
word in utterance in three languages. Results are listed in Table
5, Table 6 and Table 7 by the level of stress. We can draw the
conclusion as follows:

• For distribution, dissyllabic words are apt to be pre-
stressed in all three languages and it is much more ob-
vious in Mandarin than in Cantonese-spoken Mandarin
and Cantonese.

• For the duration pattern, in the case of post-stressed, du-
ration for the later syllable is longer than that of the pre-
ceding one. It is more remarkable in Mandarin than that
in Cantonese-spoken Mandarin and Cantonese. In other
words, the posterior syllable is more easily lengthened in
the case of post-stressed in Mandarin than in Cantonese-
spoken Mandarin and Cantonese.
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• For the Pitch pattern, generally speaking, the F0 con-
trast for all levels with stressed syllables in Mandarin is
more distinct than that in Cantonese-spoken Mandarin,
especially for level 2 stressed syllables. This can be ex-
plained by dialect affection. From Table 7, we can see
that the F0 contrast is not as typical as in Mandarin.

3.3. Neutral tone variation in utterance

Neutral tone is a special tone in Mandarin. As in utterance,
neutral tone may be realized to be other tones. In addition, we
asked 10 students who speak standard Mandarin for a reading
of a story ”The North Wind and the Sun”. Based on these 10
speakers’ speech and our three speech corpora, we analyzed the
neutral tone variation in utterance. The results were listed in
Table 1 It is shown that there are 36.58% neutral tones read in

Table 1: Neutral tone variation in utterance
Cantoneese-spkoken Mandarin Sandard Mandarin
Correct Error Correct Error
63.41 36.58 89.84 6.91

error. After checking the errors in detail for Cantonese-spoken
Mandarin, auxiliary words such as ”的de0、了le0、地de0、
得de0”and so on, are necessary to be a neutral tone, are al-
most read correctly. And verb-complement words such as ”下
来xia4lai0、脱下tuo1xia0”and so on are almost not read in the
neutral tone, though they are a neutral tone in standard Man-
darin. The 6.91% errors in Mandarin are almost all found in
these cases. For some necessary neutral tone words like ”本
事ben3shi0、那个na4ge0、厉害li4hai0”and unnecessary neu-
tral tone words which tend to be neutral tone words like ”太
阳Tai4yang2”, but the Cantonese speaker read correctly only
20%. Clearly the neutral tone error in Cantonese-spoken Man-
darin is a result of the fact that there are no neutral tones in Can-
tonese. Neutral tone is surely unstressed, so that neutral tone
variation should indeed affect the stress pattern in utterance.

4. Summary and discussion
The basic theory of prosody syntagmatics is found on the rel-
ative stress principle from Liberman[17], and such a principle
declares that ”stress for all human language is relative (not ab-
solute) in a combination pattern” as sampled in Figure 1.

Figure 1: Stress pattern examples

The question is: Is it enough to determine the similarity
and dissimilarity of the rhythmic pattern between two dialects
or between Mandarin and accented Mandarin according to
the basic two stress patterns (stress-unstressed and unstressed-
stressed) proposed by Liberman? From our research results,
it is not enough. For example, there are pre-stress patterns
in utterance both in Mandarin and in Cantonese-spoken Man-
darin, but we can clearly hear the rhythmic diversity from the

same prestressed pattern. In fact, there are many levels for a
stress pattern, i.e., 43,42,41,40 for pre-stressed pattern. And
in Cantonese-spoken Mandarin, there are few neutral tones for
the posterior. Therefore, it is necessary to compare acoustic
cues according to the stress level. It is not enough to determine
the similarity and dissimilarity for rhythmic patterns between
two dialects or between Mandarin and accented Mandarin ac-
cording to the basic two stress patterns (stress-unstressed and
unstressed-stressed).
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Table 2: Pitch and Duration contrast for isolated words in Mandarin
Pre-Stressed Post-Stressed

Tone N0 RA% DFm DFM DFr Durr N1 RA% DFm DFM DFr Durr Rt%
1 178 16.73 4.4 1.4 -3 0.975 125 11.75 2.5 1.1 -1.4 1.186 28.48
2 211 19.83 1.6 1.7 0.2 0.983 99 9.30 -0.9 0 0.9 1.325 29.14
3 77 7.24 -2 -3 -1 0.968 38 3.57 -3.2 -3.5 -0.3 1.279 10.81
4 184 17.29 0.3 2.8 2.5 0.853 152 14.29 -1.7 1.7 3.4 1.041 31.58

ALL 650 61.09 414 38.91

Table 3: Pitch and Duration contrast for isolated words in Cantonese-spoken Mandarin
Pre-Stressed Post-Stressed

Tone N0 RA% DFm DFM DFr Durr N1 RA% DFm DFM DFr Durr Rt%
1 247 7.71 3.5 1.7 -1.9 1.023 671 20.95 2 0.6 -1.4 1.37 28.66
2 189 5.90 0.9 0.8 0 1.044 558 17.42 -1.4 -0.4 1 1.302 23.32
3 115 3.59 0.8 1.2 0.3 1.077 190 5.93 -2.8 -2 0.8 1.334 9.52
4 539 16.83 0.6 2.5 1.9 1.011 694 21.67 -1.3 1.1 2.4 1.149 38.50

ALL 1090 34.03 2113 65.97

Table 4: Pitch and Duration contrast for isolated words in Cantonese
Pre-Stressed Post-Stressed

Tone N0 RA% DFm DFM DFr Durr N1 RA% DFm DFM DFr Durr Rt%
1 89 4.23 3.8 1.9 -2 0.923 69 3.28 2.5 1.6 -0.9 1.306 7.51
2 156 7.41 0.5 0.5 -0.1 1.111 277 13.16 -0.5 1.2 1.8 1.497 20.57
3 103 4.89 2 1.2 -0.8 0.947 282 13.40 0.4 0.1 -0.3 1.5 18.29
4 196 9.31 -0.2 0.9 1.1 1.174 241 11.45 -1.9 -0.8 1.1 1.417 20.76
5 79 3.75 0.7 0.4 -0.2 0.982 108 5.13 -0.4 -0.3 0.1 1.506 8.88
6 48 2.28 1 0.7 -0.3 0.928 89 4.23 -0.6 -0.5 0.1 1.361 6.51
9 155 7.36 2.5 2.6 0.1 1.119 213 10.12 -0.1 1.6 1.7 1.335 17.48

ALL 826 39.24 1279 60.76

Table 5: Pitch and Duration contrast for words in Mandarin utterance.
Pre-Stressed Post-Stressed

Level N0 RA% DFm DFM DFr Durr N1 RA% DFm DFM DFr Durr

1 4087 76.31 0.9 0.6 -0.4 1.048 1269 23.69 -0.4 0.5 0.9 1.684
2 1831 75.94 1.7 0.8 -0.9 0.998 580 24.06 -0.9 0.2 1.1 1.605
3 2592 77.47 1.9 1.5 -0.5 1.059 754 22.53 -0.6 0.4 1.1 1.498

ALL 8510 76.58 2603 23.42

Table 6: Pitch and Duration contrast for words in Cantonese-spoken Mandarin utterance.
Pre-Stressed Post-Stressed

Level N0 RA% DFm DFM DFr Durr N1 RA% DFm DFM DFr Durr

1 1151 54.78 0.4 0.3 -0.1 1.089 950 45.22 -0.1 0.4 0.5 1.375
2 1391 52.95 0.9 0.7 -0.2 1.081 1236 47.05 -0.2 0.4 0.6 1.351
3 635 57.36 1.5 1.3 -0.2 1.105 472 42.64 -0.7 0.5 1.2 1.451

ALL 3177 54.45 2658 45.55

Table 7: Pitch and Duration contrast for words in Cantonese utterance.
Pre-Stressed Post-Stressed

Level N0 RA% DFm DFM DFr Durr N1 RA% DFm DFM DFr Durr

1 2467 62.58 0.9 0.8 -0.1 1.142 1475 37.42 0.4 0.4 0 1.332
2 2520 54.56 1.2 0.9 -0.3 1.162 2099 45.44 0.6 0.9 0.2 1.313
3 1143 53.16 1.4 1.2 -0.2 1.226 1007 46.84 0.7 1.1 0.4 1.364

ALL 6130 57.23 4581 42.77
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